
Started with Dillon Business 

Advisors in 2017

Client Focus

* Client Onboarding and Transition@

* Full-Service Accountin0

* Full-Service PayrolC

* Tax Planning & Preparatio8

* Business Advisory

Elena loves being a mom


and her family, outdoor


adventures, new country


music, and traveling.

Elena Munoz loves to do new things and get things done! 

She has a "can do" spirit and encourages others to make 

changes that foster improvement. We asked Elena a few 

questions to get to know her better, and here is what 

Started with Dillon Business Advisors she had to share.

It’s hard to pin point just one thing. I really enjoy the people and 

what Dillon Business Advisors stands for. Definitely the modern-

firm, tech embracing, future thinking environment, and of course 

having great bosses who candidly care.

What do you like best about working for Dillon Business Advisors?

Oahu, Hawaii, specifically Hanauma Bay. The view is amazing, 

it’s a great snorkeling spot and knowing that it’s a marine life 

nature preserve are all reasons to make this my best travel


destination. There was something peaceful about laying on the 

beach with beautiful water on one side and volcanic rock on the 

other side vs traffic or a hotel as your background.

Where is the best place you have traveled and why?

I was on my elementary’s jump rope team and will still practice 

the tricks on occasion. One of my signature tricks was using a 

hula hoop as a jump rope while jumping double dutch.

People would be surprised to know:

Forensic Chemistry. I enjoyed chemistry in grade school over 

any other branch of science, and I’ve also always been intrigued 

by law enforcement.

If you could do another job for just one day, what would it be?Elena Munoz, EA

Onboarding Manager
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